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Abstract 34 

 35 

The low melting point, poor flow, physico-mechanical properties (particle size distribution, 36 

shape, particle surface roughness) and deformation mechanism of ibuprofen in combination 37 

with its high dose in tablets all contribute to the problems observed during the compaction of 38 

ibuprofen-based formulations. Since ibuprofen is plastically and elastically deforming, the rate 39 

of compaction plays an important role in both the final tablet properties and the risk of capping, 40 

laminating and sticking to the punches. While the compaction rate in most tableting machines 41 

is only determined by the tableting speed, the high speed rotary tableting machine used in this 42 

research project (MODULTM P, GEA Process Engineering, Halle, Belgium) can adjust and 43 

control the dwell time independently from the tableting speed, using an air compensator which 44 

allows displacement of the upper (pre-) compression roller. The effect of this machine design 45 

on process parameters and tablet properties was investigated. Granules containing 80% 46 

ibuprofen were compressed into tablets at 250, 500 and 1000 tablets per minute via double 47 

compression (pre- and main compression) with or without extended dwell time. Prior to 48 

tableting, granule properties were determined. Process parameters and tablet properties were 49 

analyzed using Multivariate Data Analysis. Principal Component Analysis provided an 50 

overview of the main phenomena determining the tableting process and Partial Least Squares 51 

Analysis unveiled the main variables contributing to the observed differences in the tablet 52 

properties. 53 

 54 
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1. Introduction 63 

 64 

Ibuprofen is widely used for the treatment of rheumatoid arthritis, osteoarthritis and mild and 65 

moderate pain, in daily doses ranging from 0.2 to 2.4 g [1]. For high-dosed tablets, the physico-66 

mechanical properties of the pure component play a major role in the tableting process [2, 3]. 67 

As a result, the processing of ibuprofen into tablets still encounters problems due to its low 68 

melting point, poor flow and deformation mechanism [3-5]. Various attempts were made to 69 

improve the tableting behavior of ibuprofen formulations (flowability, tabletability, 70 

compactibility) by recrystallization, dry granulation (roller compaction, pressure swing 71 

granulation) or dry coating [3-11]. Although these methods contribute to the understanding of 72 

the tableting behavior of ibuprofen, the applicability in production settings is limited, due to the 73 

rather moderate improvements and long processing times of some methods.  74 

 75 

Since the common crystal form (needle-like shape) of ibuprofen undergoes plastic and elastic 76 

deformation, the rate of compaction plays an important role in both the final tablet properties 77 

and the risk of capping, laminating and sticking to the punches [2, 12, 13]. Besides the 78 

compaction rate, also the punch tip geometry, embossment [14] and roughness, as well as 79 

the composition of the punch tip coating (i.e.  boron-alloy, chrome, …) [15] have an influence 80 

on the sticking tendency. Consequently, in industrial manufacturing the production process is 81 

optimized either by optimizing the tooling, or reducing the rate of compaction, or both [2, 12-82 

15].  83 

 84 

In most tableting machines, the compaction rate (i.e. consolidation phase, dwell time, 85 

decompression phase) can only be adjusted by changing the tableting speed [16]. However, 86 

using the MODULTM P high-speed rotary tablet press (GEA Process Engineering, Halle, 87 

Belgium) the dwell time can be adjusted and controlled independently of the tableting speed, 88 

due to an air compensator which allows displacement of the upper (pre-) compression roll. 89 

This design, which has not yet been thoroughly described in literature, could affect the 90 



processability of materials exhibiting a rate-dependent compression behavior, like ibuprofen 91 

[2, 12, 13, 17].  92 

 93 

The aim of this study was to get a thorough understanding of this compression method (i.e. 94 

speed-independent extended dwell time). Using a commercial ibuprofen formulation, the 95 

influence of extended dwell time independent of compression speed on the dependent 96 

machine parameters and on the tablet properties was examined. Due to the large amount of 97 

data obtained (process parameters and tablet characteristics), multivariate data analysis was 98 

used to analyze and present results in a structured manner. 99 

 100 

2. Materials and methods 101 

 102 

2.1. Materials 103 

 104 

Granules, containing 80 % ibuprofen, were kindly donated by Sanico (Turnhout, Belgium), and 105 

used as received. The granules were produced by fluid bed wet granulation. A premixed blend 106 

of the active pharmaceutical ingredient (API) and a binder were agglomerated with water as 107 

the granulation liquid. After drying, a glidant, lubricant and anti-adhesive were added 108 

externally.  109 

 110 

2.2. Granule characterization 111 

 112 

Particle size analysis was done by sieve analysis (n = 3), using a sieve shaker (Retsch VE 113 

1000, Haan, Germany). 200 g of granules was placed on a nest of sieves (50, 100, 150, 250, 114 

300, 500, 710, 1000 and 1120 µm) and shaken at an amplitude of 2 mm for 10 min. The 115 

amount of granules retained on each sieve was determined. The density (ρtrue) of the granules 116 

was measured (n = 3) using a helium pycnometer (Accupyc 1330 pycnometer, Micrometrics 117 

Instruments, Norcross, Georgia, USA), with ten purges and ten runs per measurement. The 118 



bulk (ρbulk) and tapped density (ρtapped) of 30 g of granules was determined in a 100 ml 119 

graduated cylinder (n = 3). The powder was poured from a height of 40 cm through a stainless 120 

steel funnel with a 10 mm orifice into the graduated cylinder, mounted on a tapping device (J. 121 

Engelsmann, Ludwigshafen am Rhein, Germany). Bulk and tapped densities were calculated 122 

as 30 g/V0 and 30 g/V1250, respectively. These values were used to calculate the 123 

compressibility index (CI) in order to assess the tendency of a powder to consolidate [18]. 124 

 125 

2.3. Preparation of tablets 126 

 127 

2.3.1. Mechanism of compression 128 

 129 

All tablets were prepared by double compression (i.e. a pre-compression and main 130 

compression step). At the pre-compression station the punches apply an initial force on the 131 

powder, and subsequently, under the main compression rollers the final compression takes 132 

place, usually at a higher load compared to the pre-compression phase [19-21]. The role of 133 

the pre-compression step is to reduce air-entrapment during the main compression step. Also 134 

the extent of stress-relaxation is increased by effectively extending the dwell time via pre-135 

compression, yielding stronger tablets [20-23]. 136 

 137 

Most rotary tablet presses operate by maintaining fixed roller positions during compression. 138 

The upper roller remains in a fixed position, which determines the penetration depth of the 139 

upper punch and consequently the in-die tableting position. By adjusting the position of the 140 

lower roller, the compression force is determined and hence, the thickness of the compact 141 

under compression. Furthermore, for a given tablet press and tooling, the kinetics of the punch 142 

movement depend only on the tableting speed. As a result the total contact time (the period 143 

when the upper punch is in contact with the powder), the consolidation time (the period during 144 

which the punches approach each other), the dwell time (the period during which the punch 145 

head flat is in direct contact with the compression roller), the decompression phase (the time 146 



during which the punches move away from each other) and the lag-time (the time between 147 

pre-compression and main compression phase) are defined by the tangential velocity of the 148 

punch [16, 20-22, 24-37]. 149 

 150 

In contrast, using the MODULTM P high-speed rotary tablet press these parameters can be 151 

controlled independently from the tableting speed, due to an air compensator which allows 152 

displacement of the upper compression rollers (Figure 1). The upper rollers are attached to 153 

an air piston, which allows vertical movement in an air cylinder. During a compression run the 154 

air pressure in the cylinder (CFr) is set at a constant value due to a control system of pressure 155 

valves and expansion vessels. The piston, and consequently the upper roller, is pushed 156 

downwards by the air pressure against a fixed stop, being the bottom of the air cylinder. The 157 

adjustable position of the lower roller is controlled similar to a conventional tablet press with 158 

fixed rollers. During compression, the upper punch initially moves downwards into the die 159 

when in contact with the upper roller. As the lower punch is pushed upwards by the lower 160 

roller, the powder bed in the die consolidates and the compression force increases. When the 161 

reaction force exerted by the powder on the upper punch exceeds the force exerted by the 162 

counter pressure (i.e. the air pressure on the piston), upward movement of the upper 163 

compression roller is possible. The complete assembly of bottom punch, powder slug and top 164 

punch moves simultaneously, following the lower compression roller and consequently raises 165 

the upper roller. The distance by which the upper roller is displaced only depends on the 166 

position of the lower compression roller. The dwell time is now not only defined by the punch 167 

head flat, the pitch diameter and the turret speed, but also by the displacement. As the upper 168 

roller is displaced, the contact time between the punch head flat and the roller is prolonged. 169 

Hence the dwell time is extended in comparison to the fixed roller set-up, although tableting 170 

speed is constant. If, however, a higher air pressure than the force exerted by the powder is 171 

set in the cylinder of the air compensator, the upper roller does not move, and the system 172 

behaves as a set-up with fixed rollers [17].  173 

 174 



This system with moving rollers has major implications on the control systems and kinetics of 175 

punch movement, compared to a system with fixed rollers. The shape of the force-time 176 

profiles, and mainly the dwell time, is affected, as further discussed in more detail [17, 19, 28, 177 

32]. Another implication of this concept is the effect on the in-die tableting position since the 178 

lower roller will have a higher position in order to induce displacement. Therefore, the position 179 

of the powder slug in the die will be higher compared to a system with fixed rollers. Hence the 180 

distance travelled by the tablet before being ejected is less which can influence the stress 181 

applied on the powder bed, resulting in a different relaxation behaviour [22]. A schematic 182 

overview of the different positions and movements of rollers and punches is provided in Figure 183 

2. 184 

 185 

It is necessary to mention that the term ‘displacement’ in this research is strictly used to 186 

describe the movement of the upper roller, and not the movement of the punches, as it is done 187 

in all previous research describing force-time profiles. 188 

 189 

2.3.2. Collection of data 190 

 191 

The tablet press is equipped with strain gauge-based load cells which are used for force 192 

measurement at pre- and main compression and at ejection. Load cells below the lower 193 

compression rollers and the ejection cam measure the compression force (CF) and ejection 194 

force (EF), respectively. Displacement of pre- and main compression rollers is measured by 195 

linear variable displacement transducers (LVDT sensors), which are connected to the upper 196 

compression rollers. Punch stroke movement is monitored by LVDT sensors, which are placed 197 

inside the turret and are fixed to one keyed punch set by means of clamps. 198 

 199 

Collection and analysis of the data was performed with a data acquisition and analysis system 200 

(CDAAS) (GEA Process Engineering, Halle, Belgium). The CDAAS software is an application 201 

which measures and samples the signals (pre-compression force (PCF), main compression 202 



force (MCF), pre-compression displacement (PCD), main compression displacement (MCD), 203 

ejection force (EF) and punch strokes) at high frequency (up to 100 kHz) with 16bit A/D 204 

conversion. It allows calibration, filtering, visualization and recording of the processed sensor 205 

signals and reviewing and analyzing of recorded data. 206 

 207 

2.3.3. Tabletability 208 

 209 

In order to determine the MCF at which the experiments should be performed, a preliminary 210 

tabletability study was performed. Tabletability may be defined as the capacity of a powder to 211 

be transformed into a tablet of specified strength under the effect of compaction pressure. It 212 

can be represented by a plot of tensile strength (TS) versus compaction pressure [30, 35, 38-213 

41]. Although very useful, the obtained correlation is not an intrinsic material characteristics 214 

and the profile is dependent upon the press, tooling and settings used (e.g. tableting speed, 215 

paddle speed in the forced feeder, fill depth) [30, 31, 35, 40]. Therefore, the same tooling (n = 216 

10, standard euro B, diameter 12 mm, concave radius 24 mm) was used throughout the study. 217 

The fill depth was adjusted to obtain tablets of 500 mg, in accordance with the dwell time 218 

experiments. Tableting speed was set at 500 tablets per minute (tpm) and force feeder speeds 219 

were kept constant at 25 and 40 rpm. PCF was set at 2 kN and PCD at 0.2 mm. MCD was 220 

kept at 0.0 mm for all experiments and MCF was varied from 3 to 30 kN with increments of 3 221 

kN. An extra point at 42 kN MCF was added to examine the TS at a very high compression 222 

load. For each experiment the machine was run for 2 minutes, with sampling during the second 223 

minute. Room temperature (21.0 ± 2.0 °C) and relative humidity (RH) (30.0 ± 2.0 %) were 224 

controlled.  225 

 226 

2.3.4. Influence of extended dwell time 227 

 228 

A series of experiments was conducted in order to investigate the effect of the extended dwell 229 

time induced by displacement. Experiments were repeated at three different tableting speeds 230 



to examine the effect of this parameter. Initially, the experimental set-up consisted of 12 231 

experiments, in which three factors were varied (Table 1). PCF was kept constant at 2 kN and 232 

MCF was set at 12 kN, based on the results of the preliminary tabletability test. However, the 233 

shape of the force-time signal for tablets compressed with moving rollers induced some set-234 

up modifications, as this profile deviated from the theoretical profile (Figure 3) [35]. This 235 

atypical shape is caused by the inertia of the system and is inherently correlated to the design 236 

of the air compensator. A limited “overshoot” occurs before the plateau of the extended dwell 237 

is reached. Furthermore, the ratio between Ftop and Fmplateau (defined as the mean value of 238 

F25dw, F50dw and F75dw (see further)) increases at higher tableting speed, which is by default due 239 

to the larger impact at higher punch velocities when the punches come into contact with the 240 

compression rollers. As a result, two compression forces (Ftop and Fmplateau) were taken into 241 

account for analysis and correlation with the tablet properties. Hence, PCF and MCF values 242 

of 2 kN and 12 kN, respectively, were maintained, in order to be able to compare the 243 

experiments between different tableting speeds. Moreover, depending on the tableting speed, 244 

the other compression force (with displacement) was determined as the resulting Ftop by 245 

keeping the Fmplateau on these preset values (i.e. experiment 3 in Figure 4). This ultimately 246 

resulted in an adjusted set-up with seven experiments per tableting speed (total of 20 247 

experiments, experiment 12 was not performed), from which a schematic overview is provided 248 

in Figure 4. The red bars indicate the set PCF and MCF of 2 and 12 kN respectively. However, 249 

when this bar is not located at the top of the curve (Ftop), this indicates that the powder bed is 250 

actually exposed to a higher compression force during compression. 251 

 252 

Tablets were prepared on the MODULTM P, equipped with an overfill cam of 16 mm and using 253 

a set of punches as described earlier. The fill depth was adjusted prior to each experiment to 254 

obtain tablets of 500 mg. Tableting speed was set at 250, 500 or 1000 tpm, depending on the 255 

experiment. As paddle speed must be adjusted in function of tableting speed in order to avoid 256 

speed-induced weight variability [42], force feeder speeds were set either at 10 rpm – 50 rpm, 257 

25 rpm – 40 rpm or 35 rpm – 50 rpm. PCF, PCD, MCF and MCD were set according to the 258 



experiment (Figure 4). In order to avoid confounding factors, each experiment was run on an 259 

empty and cleaned tablet press. The machine was run for 2 minutes, with sampling during the 260 

second minute. Room temperature (21.0 ± 2.0 °C) and relative humidity (30.0 ± 2.0 %) were 261 

controlled. A summary of the machine settings is given in Table 2. 262 

 263 

2.4. Data analysis 264 

 265 

2.4.1. Analysis of process parameters 266 

 267 

The CDAAS software stores the collected data from the seven signals as a continuous 268 

recording, with time (msec) on the X-axis. PCF, MCF and EF are plotted on one Y-axis (kN), 269 

whereas PCD, MCD, movement of bottom punch and movement of upper punch are plotted 270 

against distance (mm) (Figure 5). 271 

 272 

Force-time profiles are already thoroughly addressed by other authors [16, 32-34, 36, 37]. 273 

Although these researchers provided insight and proposed applicable evaluation methods for 274 

force-time profiles on rotary tablet presses, all these studies were conducted with a fixed roller 275 

set-up. Consequently, the moving roller assembly used in this research and the resulting 276 

atypical force-time profile requires a modified analysis protocol. Moreover, since it is possible 277 

to compress tablets with both methods (fixed and moving rollers), parameters allowing 278 

quantitative comparison between both types of profiles had to be defined. A schematic 279 

overview of these parameters is given in Figure 6, which represents a force-time profile without 280 

and with displacement (i.e. fixed and moving rollers). Since the shape of the force-time profile 281 

without displacement was slightly different for main compression compared to pre-282 

compression, a representation of both (Figure 6a and 6b) is provided. The force-time profiles 283 

with displacement were comparable for both stations (Figure 6c).  284 

 285 



First, the contact time (ttotal, from tbegin to tend) and the area under the curve of the complete 286 

profile (AUCtotal) were defined as parameters [16, 33, 34]. Subsequently, the force-time profile 287 

was divided into three phases: the consolidation phase, the dwell time and the decompression 288 

phase [16, 33, 34, 36]. The method used to define these phases on the force-time curves 289 

depended if the run was performed with fixed or moving rollers. Using moving rollers, the onset 290 

and end of the displacement-time signal clearly marked the beginning and end point of the 291 

dwell time. This also allowed easy tracking of the consolidation and decompression phase. In 292 

runs with fixed rollers, there is no signal indicating when the punches are vertically aligned 293 

with the center of the pressure role. For each tableting speed (250, 500 and 1000 tpm) five 294 

consecutive force-time signals of the first run (experiment 1 in Figure 4, pre- and main 295 

compression without displacement) were aligned on the X-axis by means of an algorithm with 296 

five consecutive force-time signals of the second run (experiment 2 in Figure 4, pre- and main 297 

compression with displacement). As the middle of the displacement-time signal of experiment 298 

2 marks the center of the compression role, by default it also marks the middle of the dwell 299 

time on the force-time profile for both aligned experiments. Knowledge about the middle of the 300 

dwell time (t50dw) allows correct positioning of the dwell time on the force-time profile. The dwell 301 

time (tdw) (msec) itself, for the force-time signals without displacement, was calculated 302 

according to Equation (1) [43]: 303 

 304 

𝑡𝑑𝑤 =
6×104×𝑅ℎ

π×𝜔×𝑅𝑝
  (1) 305 

 306 

Where Rh, Rp and ω denote the radius of the punch head flat (mm), half of the pitch circle 307 

diameter of the turret (mm) and the turret speed (rpm), respectively.  308 

 309 

In order to allow a faster determination of t50dw for the other experiments without displacement, 310 

an empirical method was derived. For main compression, the dwell time of the force-time 311 

profiles without displacement were characterized by the same force at the beginning of the 312 



dwell time (Fbdw) as at the end (Fedw) (Figure 6a). Therefore, the onset and end of the dwell 313 

time were defined by the intersections between the force-time profile and a horizontal line with 314 

a length equal to the theoretical calculated dwell time. For pre-compression, the endpoint of 315 

the dwell time on the force-time profile without displacement was characterized by a rather 316 

sudden and sharp drop in the force profile (Fedw) (Figure 6b). Consequently, the onset of the 317 

dwell time was determined based on this sharp decrease of the force using a line parallel to 318 

the X-axis with a length equal to the theoretical dwell time. 319 

 320 

Next to the dwell time (tdw), the middle of the dwell time (t50dw) and the forces at the beginning 321 

and the end of the dwell time (Fbdw and Fedw respectively), additional parameters for this phase 322 

were determined. The force at 25% (F25dw), 50% (F50dw) and 75% (F75dw) of the dwell time and 323 

the respectively absolute time-points (t25dw, t50dw, t75dw) were determined. The same procedure 324 

was followed for the maximum and minimum force occurring during the dwell time (Fmax, tFmax; 325 

Fmin, tFmin). The maximum force is also referred to as Fcurve or Ftop (Figure 3), depending on 326 

compression without or with displacement, respectively. Fmplateau was determined as the mean 327 

value of F25dw, F50dw and F75dw. Furthermore, a dimensionless parameter describing the shape 328 

of the force-time profile, independent of the absolute force values used, was included: the 329 

t/pmean ratio was defined as the ratio between Fmax and Fmplateau.  330 

 331 

For the consolidation phase, the consolidation time (tcon, from tbegin to tbdw), the area under the 332 

cuve (AUCcon) and the slope (Scon) were defined as parameters. The decompression phase 333 

was analyzed accordingly (tdecomp, from tedw to tend; AUCdecomp; Sdecomp) [16, 24, 33, 34]. As 334 

observed in Figure 6, both the consolidation and the decompression phases make up a small 335 

portion of the entire profile when displacement is used, characterized by a shorter time span 336 

and a steeper slope. 337 

 338 

From the ejection profile (yellow line on Figure 5) only the maximum ejection force (Fejec) was 339 

considered.  340 



 341 

As stated above, the displacement-time profiles (red and orange line on Figure 5) were used 342 

to measure the dwell time on the force-time profiles. Furthermore, the maximum displacement 343 

(CD) was taken into account for further analysis. The signals for bottom punch and top punch 344 

movement (blue and purple line on Figure 5) were used to calculate the in-die thickness of the 345 

powder plug. The minimum in-die thickness (TID) was calculated by determining the minimum 346 

distance between the bottom and upper punch during compression (hBT), for both pre- and 347 

main compression. Furthermore, the distance between the punches immediately after pre- 348 

and main compression (TAD) was measured in order to calculate the in-die immediate axial 349 

recovery (IAR) of the material after each compression step. The point at which the 350 

measurement was performed was determined by simultaneously taking into account the 351 

punch stroke profile (movement of the punches) and the force-time profile of the same punch. 352 

This point was determined as the point immediately after the force dropped to zero and the 353 

punches stopped following the movement of the compression rollers. Finally, based on the 354 

movement of the bottom punch, the time between the end of punch movement at pre-355 

compression and the beginning of punch movement at main compression was defined as the 356 

lag-time (tlag) [20, 21].  357 

 358 

For each run, consecutive force-time (n = 10), displacement-time (n = 10) and punch motion 359 

(n = 3) signals were analyzed. Data were then exported for further statistical pretreatment and 360 

computations prior to PCA analysis. A schematic overview of all parameters is given in Table 361 

3. 362 

 363 

2.4.2. Tablet evaluation 364 

 365 

An overview of the examined tablet characteristics is provided in Table 4. In order to obtain 366 

information about the influence of the tableting parameters on the granules both “in-die” as 367 

well as “out-of-die”, tablet evaluation was done immediately after production (t0) and after a 368 



storage period of seven days (t7). Friability, disintegration and SEM were only performed after 369 

the storage period. Tablets were stored in open tablet trays in a sealed container at 23.1 ± 370 

1.0 °C and 30.0 ± 2.0 % relative humidity (using a saturated solution of magnesium chloride 371 

hexahydrate (Fagron, Waregem, Belgium)).  372 

 373 

Tablets (n = 10) were weighed and their hardness, thickness and diameter was determined 374 

(Sotax HT 10, Basel, Switserland). The tablet tensile strength (TS) was calculated using 375 

Equation (2) [44]. 376 

 377 

𝑇𝑆 =
2𝐹

π𝑑𝑡
  (2) 378 

 379 

Where F, d and t denote the diametral crushing force (N), the tablet diameter (mm) and the 380 

tablet thickness (mm), respectively. 381 

 382 

Tablet friability was determined on 13 tablets using a friabilator described in the European 383 

Pharmacopeia (Pharma Test PTF-E, Hainburg, Germany), at a speed of 25 rpm for 4 min. 384 

Tablets were dedusted and weighed prior to and after the test. Tablet friability was expressed 385 

as the percentage weight loss. The disintegration time of the tablets (n = 9) was evaluated 386 

with the Pharma Test PTZ-E (Hainburg, Germany) as described in the European 387 

Pharmacopoeia. Tests were performed in distilled water at 37.0 ± 0.5 °C using disks. The 388 

disintegration time was determined as the time when no visible particles remained on the mesh 389 

wire.  390 

 391 

In order to calculate the porosity (ε) of the tablets, the apparent density (ρapp) of the tablets 392 

was determined. For the in-die density determination, tablet volume was calculated using 393 

Equation (3), according to the diameter of the die, dimensions of the punch tip and the in-die 394 

thickness (TID), derived from the distance between the top and bottom punch (hBT). For out-of-395 



die determination four dimensions of 10 tablets with known weight were measured with a 396 

projection microscope (Reickert, 96/0226, Vienna, Austrich). Subsequently, the volume of the 397 

tablet was calculated according to Equation (3), with D (mm), H (mm), h (mm) and R (mm) the 398 

diameter, the total height determined in the middle, the height of the central cylinder and the 399 

radius of the concave part of the tablet, respectively. Weight divided by the volume of the tablet 400 

resulted in the apparent density (ρapp). Based on the true density of the granules (ρtrue) 401 

determined by helium pycnometry, the porosity of the tablets was calculated according to 402 

Equation (4). 403 

 404 

𝑉 =  [π × (
𝐷

2
)

2
× ℎ] + 2 ×  [

1

3
× π × (

𝐻−ℎ

2
)

2
× [3 × 𝑅 − (

𝐻−ℎ

2
)]]             (3) 405 

 406 

𝜀 = (1 −
𝜌𝑎𝑝𝑝

𝜌𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒
) × 100              (4) 407 

 408 

Several definitions are used to characterize immediate axial tablet expansion or recovery (IAR) 409 

(%) [25, 40, 41, 45]. In general, IAR describes the difference between the minimum tablet 410 

thickness under maximum compression force (TID) (mm) and the tablet thickness after the 411 

pressure is removed (TA) (mm), as represented by Equation (5) [45].  412 

 413 

𝐼𝐴𝑅 = (
𝑇𝐴−𝑇𝐼𝐷

𝑇𝐼𝐷
) × 100             (5) 414 

 415 

However, there is a discrepancy between the interpretations of different authors about that 416 

latter data point. Some authors define the tablet height at the end of the decompression phase, 417 

before the tablet is ejected from the die (TAD) [25, 41, 46]. Others measure the tablet thickness 418 

immediately after ejection from the die (Tt0) [40, 47] or even after a defined period (e.g. 1 419 

minute) after ejection (Ttx) [45, 47]. Since each of these different determinations contributes to 420 

the understanding of the behavior of the granules in the compression cycle, both definitions 421 



(before and after ejection) were used in this research. Consequently, three different values of 422 

IAR were obtained: 423 

-  IARpre: the immediate axial recovery after pre-compression, with TA and TID the tablet 424 

thickness measured in-die immediately after the decompression phase (TAD) and the 425 

minimum tablet thickness under maximum pre-compression force, respectively.  426 

- IARmain: similar to IARpre, but calculated for the main compression phase. 427 

- IARt0: the axial relaxation of the tablet after ejection, where TA denotes the tablet height 428 

immediately after ejection (Tt0) and TID the tablet height under maximum compression 429 

force at main compression (TIDM). 430 

 431 

Furthermore, after a recovery period of seven days, the cumulative axial recovery (CAR) was 432 

calculated accordingly (Equation (6)) [45]:   433 

 434 

𝐶𝐴𝑅 = (
𝑇𝑡7−𝑇𝐼𝐷𝑀

𝑇𝐼𝐷𝑀
) × 100             (6) 435 

 436 

With CAR the cumulative axial recovery (%), Tt7 the tablet height after a storage period of 437 

seven days (mm) and TIDM the tablet height under maximum compression force at main 438 

compression (mm), respectively. Additionally, the hardening of the tablets (%) upon storage 439 

was calculated using Equation (7): 440 

 441 

𝐻𝑎𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔 = (
𝑇𝑆𝑡7−𝑇𝑆𝑡0

𝑇𝑆𝑡0
) × 100             (7) 442 

 443 

With TSt0 and TSt7 the tablet tensile strengths (MPa) measured immediately after ejection from 444 

the die and after seven days of storage, respectively. In order to simplify the evaluation of the 445 

influence of the storage period on the tablet characteristics, a few additional parameters were 446 

defined. Diff(CAR-IAR), Diff W, Diff T, Diff D, Diff H and Diff TS represent the changes in axial 447 



relaxation, weight, thickness, diameter, hardness and tensile strength of the tablets during 448 

storage, respectively. 449 

 450 

SEM was used to study the tablet surface. The tablets were mounted on metal stubs with 451 

carbon tape and further processed as described for the granule characterization. The tablets 452 

were observed at magnifications of 1000x and 2000x. 453 

 454 

2.4.3. Multivariate data analysis 455 

 456 

All calculated mean values and variation coefficients of the machine settings, the data logged 457 

by the tablet press and the CDAAS software and the tablet properties were combined in a 458 

data table (20 rows, 169 columns) [48]. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) was performed 459 

on the machine settings and logged data obtained from the tableting press and CDAAS (X, 460 

Tables 2 and 3) in order to provide an overview of the performed experiments and investigate 461 

the correlations between all process variables. A Partial Least Squares (PLS) regression 462 

model was developed to explore the correlations between the machine settings and logged 463 

data (X) and the tablet properties (Y, Table 4). Variables were scaled to unit variance prior to 464 

analysis [49]. The multivariate model was developed with the Simca P+ 13 software (Umetrics 465 

AB, Umeå, Sweden). 466 

 467 

3. Results and discussion 468 

 469 

3.1. Granule characteristics 470 

 471 

An overview of the flow properties, true density and particle size distribution of the granules is 472 

presented in Table 5. Scanning electron microscope (SEM) pictures (not shown) taken from 473 

the material showed that the ibuprofen crystals are needle-like shaped. This observation, in 474 

combination with the large fraction of smaller particles detected in the mixture, contributed to 475 



the classification of this powder as a fairly flowing powder based on the compressibility index 476 

values.  477 

 478 

3.2. Tabletability 479 

 480 

The influence of MCF on TS is depicted in Figure 7. The TS increases with MCF at 481 

compression pressures less than 18 kN. Above 18 kN, the curve gradually levels off to a 482 

plateau, where a further increase in the compaction force does not contribute to a higher 483 

tensile strength. The higher energy put in the system is not used for additional bond formation 484 

and can, in some cases, even decrease the strength of formed bonds, as elastic expansion at 485 

higher compression forces is favored [2, 12, 13, 38]. The preferred compression force from a 486 

manufacturing point of view is the lowest force (i.e. the least energy input) at which tablets 487 

complying with quality- and bioavailability requirements can be produced. The variability in TS 488 

however, is significantly larger when a variation (e.g. 0.5 kN) in MCF occurs at lower 489 

compression forces, due to the higher slope of the curve at lower compression forces (under 490 

10 kN). Since this could be a confounding factor, commonly a force closer to the plateau of 491 

the curve is chosen. Consequently, 12 kN was chosen as MCF for further experiments. At this 492 

CF, TS still depends on CF and the influence of variation in CF stays rather limited.  493 

 494 

3.3. Multivariate Data Analysis 495 

 496 

3.3.1. Principal Component Analysis 497 

 498 

Four principal components (PCs) were fitted in the PCA model explaining 81.9% (R2) of the 499 

variation in the data. The first, second, third, and fourth PC explained 29.0%, 24.9%, 19.1%, 500 

and 9.8%, respectively.  501 

 502 



Figure 8 depicts the scores of PC1 versus the scores of PC2. Three obvious clusters on the 503 

X-axis (PC1) are identifiable: experiments on the left side were performed at a speed of 504 

250tpm, on the center at a speed of 500tpm and on the right at a speed of 1000tpm. PC1, the 505 

first PC in the model, is found by searching in the multivariate space for the direction of the 506 

largest variance. This elucidates again how important the tableting speed is in performing 507 

tableting experiments, as it contributes the most to the observed variance. To investigate in 508 

detail how the tableting speed is related to the other process parameters, a loading plot is 509 

constructed (Figure 9). Scores and loadings have a strong association, and both plots should 510 

be observed simultaneously. Observations in a particular place on the score plot have high 511 

values for the variables in the same place in the loading plot (positively correlated) and low 512 

values for the variables at the opposite site of the loading plot (negatively correlated). 513 

Moreover, the effect is more pronounced further away from the origin (i.e. from the middle) of 514 

the plot [49]. On the right side of the loading plot (Figure 9), four process variables cluster with 515 

the tableting speed (red full circle): fill, Scon (P), Scon (M) and TAD (M). As tableting speed 516 

increases, the fill depth (fill) for powders not exhibiting a free-flowing behavior commonly has 517 

to be increased to allow sufficient die filling during the short exposure time to the feeder in 518 

order to reach the desired weight. The positive correlation between the after-die thickness 519 

(TAD) and the tableting speed confirms the observations of other researchers, who stated that 520 

an increased tableting speed is able to increase the immediate elastic expansion [12, 20, 25, 521 

27, 40, 50]. Scon shows that the tableting speed is closely correlated to the shape of the force-522 

time profile, as this value, representing the slope of the consolidation phase, for both pre- (P) 523 

and main compression (M) are significantly increased at high speed. This conclusion is further 524 

supported by the cluster situated at the left side of the loading plot, where nearly all other 525 

speed related variables of the force-time profile (the area under the curve (AUC) and the 526 

different time points (t)) are grouped (red dashed circle). These variables have a higher 527 

numerical value when the tableting speed is decreased. 528 

 529 



When looking at the score of PC1 versus the scores of PC2 (Figure 8) along the Y-axis (PC2), 530 

two clusters can be distinguished. Loadings for PC2 (Figure 9) show that experiments with a 531 

lower score value (lower half of the score plot) were performed at a higher MCD (at the bottom 532 

of the loading plot (blue full line)) while experiments with higher PC2 scores (upper half of the 533 

score plot) were performed at a lower MCD, which is in accordance with the set-up of the 534 

experiments (see also Figure 4). Moreover, experiments with a high score value according to 535 

PC2 have a high loading value for MCFr, Mbot and Mtop as these process parameters can be 536 

found at the top of the loading plot, opposite from the MCD (blue dashed circle). This is 537 

understandable, as the counterforce in the air compensator (MCFr) has to be lowered and the 538 

position of the lower roller has to be raised (Mbot decreased) to allow more upward vertical 539 

displacement (MCD) of the compression rollers. Obviously, with displacement, the position of 540 

the upper roller will also be raised (Mtop decreased).  541 

 542 

Several other variables are positively or negatively correlated to MCD as seen on Figure 9 543 

(blue dotted circles). Firstly, the inverse correlation between MCD and the ejection force (Fejec) 544 

is an interesting finding worth mentioning. An explanation for this observation can be that with 545 

displacement the ejection is facilitated (ejection force lowered), since compression happens 546 

higher in the die. Secondly, the model shows the relation between the MCD and the variability 547 

of the process. A cluster close to MCD on the loading plot with VC tFmax, VC tdw and VC TIDM 548 

highlight that during compression with displacement the variation in dwell time, in the point 549 

when maximum force occurs and in in-die thickness is larger than in experiments were no 550 

displacement is used. On the opposite site of the loading plot however, a cluster of VC Fmplateau, 551 

VC Fmax and VC AUCtotal reveal that the value of these variables is lowered when displacement 552 

is used. From these observations can be concluded that during compression with the moving 553 

roller set-up, the variability in the process is not translated into variability in the force exerted 554 

on the powder bed, as is the case with the fixed roller set-up. 555 

 556 



Finally, the parameters positioned in the left lower corner of the loading plot are positively 557 

correlated to the MCD. From this can be concluded that during the experiments with 558 

displacement the compression event is statistically prolonged, as the total contact time (ttotal), 559 

the dwell time (tdw) and related values (AUCtotal, t25dwl, t50dw, t75dw, tFmin) are increased. In 560 

contrast, tFmax can be found at the upper part of the loading plot, so negatively correlated with 561 

an increased displacement. This observation becomes clear when looking at the difference in 562 

shape of the force-time profile with and without displacement (Figure 6a and Figure 6c). For 563 

all former parameters (t25dwl, t50dw, t75dw, tFmin) the difference between that data point and the 564 

beginning of the dwell time (tbdw) becomes larger when using displacement. For the latter (tFmax) 565 

exactly the opposite effect can be seen. The fact that these process parameters are located 566 

on the loading plot more to the left instead of center bottom, indicates that both the tableting 567 

speed (PC1) and the displacement at main compression (PC2) are correlated with these 568 

parameters. This means that the influence of MCD will be more elucidated at lower tableting 569 

speeds. A similar conclusion can be drawn when looking at the position of t/pmean on the 570 

loading plot. As it is located closer to the lower right corner, both a higher tableting speed and 571 

a higher displacement contribute to this value. As mentioned previously, the atypical shape of 572 

the force-time profile with displacement is caused by the inertia of the system and is inherently 573 

correlated to the design of the air compensator. Furthermore, the ratio between Ftop and 574 

Fmplateau increases at higher tableting speed, which is by default due to the larger impact at 575 

higher punch velocities when the punches come into contact with the compression rolls. From 576 

this can be concluded that the t/pmean ratio is a sensitive parameter to describe the shape of 577 

the force-time profile within the range of the parameter setting used. 578 

 579 

Figure 10 depicts the scores of PC3 versus the scores of PC4 and accordingly, Figure 11 580 

represents the loadings of PC3 versus the loadings of PC4. According to PC3 there are two 581 

obvious clusters which by looking at the loadings plots can be attributed to differences in the 582 

PCD. Experiments with a lower score value (left side of the score plot) were performed at a 583 

higher PCD (left side of the loading plot (blue full line)) while experiments with higher PC3 584 



scores (right side of the score plot) were performed at a lower PCD, which is also in 585 

accordance with the set-up of the experiments (see also Figure 4). Some of the observed 586 

relations show similarity with those observed between the score and loading plot according to 587 

PC2. For instance, experiments with a high score value according to PC3 have a high loading 588 

value for PCFr, Pbot and Ptop as these process parameters can be found at the complete right 589 

side of the loading plot, opposite from the PCD (blue dashed circle). The same rationale as 590 

with main compression displacement can be followed to explain these observations. 591 

Furthermore, the model shows the relation between the PCD and the variability of the process. 592 

A cluster close to PCD on the loading plot with VC tdw and VC TIDP highlight that during 593 

compression with displacement the variation in dwell time and in in-die thickness is larger than 594 

in experiments were no displacement is used. Also here a cluster of VC Fmplateau, VC Fmax and 595 

VC AUCtotal on the opposite site of the loading plot, reveal that the value of these variables is 596 

lowered when displacement is used. From these observations can be concluded that also 597 

during pre-compression with the moving roller set-up, the variability in the process is not 598 

translated into variability in the force exerted on the powder bed, as is the case with the fixed 599 

roller set-up.  600 

 601 

Several other variables are positively or negatively correlated to PCD as seen on Figure 11 602 

(blue dotted circles). Their position on the loading plot can be explained by the difference in 603 

the shape of the force-time profile between compression with and without displacement 604 

(Figure 6a and Figure 6c). Firstly, the position of the t/pmean close to the PCD confirms that this 605 

value is a suitable parameter to describe the shape of the force-time profile. Furthermore, for 606 

the Y-axis of the force-time profile (force), the location of Fmax and Fbdw for pre-compression 607 

are logically, as these variables have a higher value when displacement is used. Since F75dw, 608 

Fmin and Fedw can be found on the opposite site of the plot, these variables are negatively 609 

correlated with PCD, Fmax and Fbdw. When comparing Figure 6a and Figure 6c, indeed can be 610 

seen that these values are lower when displacement is used. F25dw and F50dw are not 611 

significantly altered by compressing with or without displacement, which is supported by the 612 



position of these variables in the loading plot, since they are located in the middle of the plot 613 

according to PC3. For the X-axis of the force-time profile (time), the dwell time (tdw) and related 614 

values (t25dwl, t50dw, t75dw, tFmin) are increased. In contrast, tdecomp can be found at the right side 615 

of the loading plot, so is negatively correlated with an increased displacement. From this can 616 

be concluded that also during pre-compression the dwell time with the moving-roller is 617 

prolonged.  618 

 619 

When looking at the score of PC3 versus the scores of PC4 (Figure 10) along the Y-axis 620 

(PC4), two clusters can be distinguished. Loadings for PC4 (Figure 11) show that experiments 621 

with a lower score value (lower half of the score plot) were performed at a higher MCF (at the 622 

bottom of the loading plot (red full line)) while experiments with higher PC4 scores (upper half 623 

of the score plot) were performed at a lower MCF, which is also in accordance with the set-up 624 

of the experiments (Figure 4). Closely correlated variables to the MCF (Fmax) are clearly 625 

clustered (Fbdw, F25dw, F50dw, F75dw, Fmplateau, Fedw, Fmin), as can be seen on the loading plot. 626 

Moreover, experiments with a high score value according to PC4 have a high loading value 627 

for TIDM and hBP(M) as these process parameters can be found at the top of the loading plot, 628 

opposite from the MCF (red dashed circle). This is expected, as the in-die thickness (TIDM) and 629 

distance between the punches (hBP) is decreased when higher compression forces are used.  630 

 631 

Based on the PCA-analysis, a few general conclusions can be drawn. Firstly, tableting speed 632 

contributes to a large extent to the variance of PC1, the first PC in the model. This elucidates 633 

how important tableting speed is in performing tableting experiments, as it contributes the 634 

most to the observed variance. Mainly its influence on the shape of the force-time profile and 635 

the dwell time has to be considered. Secondly, this analysis shows that the moving roller set-636 

up also influences to a great extent the tableting process 637 

 Moreover, the dimensionless parameter, t/pmean ratio, can be considered a sensitive 638 

parameter to describe the shape of the force-time profile within the range of the parameter 639 

setting used. Finally, the main compression force contributes to a large extent to the variance 640 



captured by PC4. Since PC4 only explains 9.8 % of the observed variance in the model, it can 641 

be concluded that the tableting speed and the displacement have a larger influence on the 642 

compression event (i.e. the other process variables) than the applied (main compression) 643 

force.  644 

 645 

3.3.2. Partial Least Squares 646 

 647 

In order to examine the influence of the process parameters on the tablet properties, a PLS 648 

model was constructed. PLS is a regression extension of PXA, which is used to connect the 649 

information in two blocks of variables, X (the process parameters) and Y (the tablet properties) 650 

[49]. In a first attempt to construct the model, all selected variation coefficients (VC) were 651 

included in the model (see Table 3 and Table 4). However, a negative Q2 value was obtained 652 

for the first 2 PC’s. This implies that the model has no predictive power when using only 2 653 

PC’s, and a third PC is necessary to force the model into cross validation predictions. Since 654 

this approach has no rational basis, the model was adapted and all variation coefficients were 655 

excluded. In this new model, three principal components (PCs) were fitted in the PLS model 656 

explaining 66.8% (R2) and predicting 18.1% (Q2) of the variation in the data.  657 

 658 

Scores of PC1 versus PC2 are depicted in Figure 12. Figure 13 is a plot of the loadings of 659 

PC1 versus the loadings of PC2. Again, three clusters on the X-axis (PC1) are identifiable: 660 

experiments on the left side were performed at a speed of 1000 tpm, on the center at a speed 661 

of 500 tpm and on the right at a speed of 250 tpm. This is confirmed when looking at the 662 

loading plot, where the variable speed is positioned on the left side of the plot (red full circle). 663 

The loadings of the tablet properties located close to the variable speed are correlated with 664 

this process parameter (red dashed circle). Mainly all the “Diff” variables, which depict the 665 

difference between the mean value of the process parameter measured at t0 and t7, are 666 

related to the tableting speed. Since these variables have a high value, this means that the 667 

values of these process parameters are higher after 1 week of storage, than measured 668 



immediately after production. The observations can be explained by the viscoelastic behavior 669 

of ibuprofen. IARpre and IARmain have high values at high tableting speed. This means that the 670 

immediate axial recovery (in-die) is higher at higher tableting speeds, as also reported in 671 

literature [12, 20, 25, 27, 40, 50]. The axial recovery (relaxation) continuous further after 672 

removal from the die and during storage (Diff (CAR-IAR)), as an increase in diameter (Diff D) 673 

and thickness (Diff T) can be observed. Not only the dimensions of the tablet change, but also 674 

an increase in tensile strength takes place, represented by Diff H, Diff TS and Hardening. This 675 

suggest that the tablet not only expands slowly due to the viscoelastic nature of the material, 676 

but that at the same time a reorganization of the material inside the tablet takes place, 677 

contributing to a higher tensile strength. Although already reported in literature, a clear 678 

explanation for this effect cannot be given [47]. Moreover, since the absolute values are small 679 

(e.g. for thickness a maximum increase of 0.11 mm, diameter 0.03 mm and TS 0.16 MPa) this 680 

dos not necessary imply any bio-relevant or critical qualitative changes. 681 

 682 

When looking at the score of PC1 versus the scores of PC2 (Figure 12) along the Y-axis 683 

(PC2), no clear clusters can be distinguished. Moreover, based on the experimental settings 684 

(Figure 4) and the loadings for PC2 (Figure 13) it is clear that more than one process 685 

parameter is contributing to the variance captured by PC2. The loading plot shows that 686 

experiments with a lower score value (lower half of the score plot) were performed at a higher 687 

MCD and a higher MCF (at the bottom of the loading plot (blue full circle)) while experiments 688 

with higher PC2 scores (upper half of the score plot) were performed at a lower MCD and a 689 

lower MCF. The loadings of the tablet properties close to these two process variables are the 690 

hardness (H), TS and density (dens) of the tablets, both at t0 and t7 (blue dashed circle). The 691 

correlation with a higher compression force is obvious, the contribution of the prolonged dwell 692 

time (higher MCD) however as such cannot be determined. On the opposite site of the plot, 693 

the tablet porosity (t0 and t7) can be found, as this parameter is the inverse of density. 694 

 695 



Scores of PC2 versus PC3 are depicted in Figure 14. Figure 15 is a plot of the loadings of 696 

PC2 versus the loadings of PC3. Although two clusters on the Y-axis (PC3) are identifiable, it 697 

is clear that more than one process parameter is contributing to the variance captured by PC3. 698 

The loading plot shows that experiments with a higher score value (upper half of the score 699 

plot) were performed at a higher MCF and a higher PCF (at the left upper corner and top of 700 

the loading plot (blue full circle)) while experiments with lower PC3 scores (lower right corner 701 

and bottom of the score plot) were performed at a lower MCF and a lower PCF. The loading 702 

of the tablet property close to the process variable PCF is the in- die density (dens ID (P)) 703 

(blue dashed circle). On the opposite site of the plot, the in-die porosity (por ID (P)) and in-die 704 

volume (V ID (P)) can be found. The loadings of the tablet properties close to the process 705 

variable MCF (blue dotted circle) are immediate axial recovery upon ejection (IAR t0) and the 706 

axial recovery after storage (CAR). From this can be concluded that when tablets are 707 

compressed at higher loads, the relaxation over time is prolonged. Moreover, based on these 708 

observations it is clear that different process parameters have a different influence on the 709 

relaxation behavior of material (i.e. the correlation between IARpre, IARmain and tableting speed 710 

and the correlation between IARt0, CAR with MCF) and that it is important to take all these 711 

measurements into consideration. Other tablet properties related to a higher compression 712 

force are the density, hardness and TS. On the opposite side of the plot, the porosity, volume 713 

and thickness of the tablets are situated. It is interesting to note that the final tablet properties 714 

are mainly determined by the final compression (i.e. main compression) step and not so much 715 

by the pre-compression step, as the in-die properties at main compression (i.e. dens ID (M), 716 

por ID (M), V ID (M) are closely related to the properties after ejection (and after storage) . 717 

Since the process variable MCD is also located close to the loadings of the former tablet 718 

properties (density, TS, H) it is possible that a higher MCD contributes to these tablet 719 

characteristics, although clear conclusions cannot be drawn.   720 

 721 

Overall, the PLS revealed that mainly the tableting speed and the main compression force 722 

attribute to the final tablet properties. Furthermore, the relation between process parameters 723 



and tablet properties is not straight forward, as the different variables all contribute 724 

simultaneously to the final tablet characteristic and the variation captured by the different PC’s 725 

cannot be linked to one particular process variable. Although displacement seems to 726 

contribute to (some of) the tablet characteristics, clear conclusions cannot be drawn. Finally, 727 

a special reference should be made to the elastic behavior of ibuprofen. The PLS revealed 728 

that a high compression speed and a high MCF both favor the elastic expansion (either in-die 729 

or after ejection). This effect is known to increase the capping tendency of tablets. Although 730 

not translated in the absolute values of hardness or friability, it should be mentioned that the 731 

detrimental effect of higher elastic recovery at high speeds and high compression forces was 732 

observed during friability and hardness testing. A large amount of tablets from experiment 3 733 

and 5 at 1000 tpm (Figure 4) underwent capping upon radial pressure before breaking at the 734 

hardness test after the storage period (33 and 50 % respectively). Also, during the friability 735 

test, about half of these tablets broke into smaller pieces. 736 

 737 

3.4. Disintegration testing and SEM 738 

 739 

The data obtained from the disintegration test were not included in the PLS-analysis, as the 740 

observed differences were not bio-relevant, with the shortest disintegration time being 102.57 741 

± 26.09 s and the longest 167.95 ± 18.06 s. A trend could be observed however, depending 742 

on tableting speed and applied forces. The tableting speed had a negative influence on the 743 

disintegration time, whereas an increase of the compression force increased the time the 744 

tablets needed to disintegrate. 745 

 746 

SEM-pictures were taken from the tablet surfaces (not shown). Overall, it could be concluded 747 

that the surfaces of the tablets were similar, although an influence of the tableting speed and 748 

the compression force could also here be observed. In those experiments where lower 749 

tableting speeds and higher compression forces were used, a slightly smoother surface was 750 

obtained. The difference becomes more pronounced when comparing the experiments (of 751 



each tableting speed) who were performed with and without displacement (extended dwell 752 

time), and this both on pre- and main compression. The tablets produced with displacement 753 

had markedly smoother surfaces than the tablets produced without. This observation might 754 

explain partly the lower ejection forces obtained with displacement at main compression, as 755 

could be concluded from the PCA-analysis. Smoother surfaces will adhere less to the punch 756 

tips and die-wall, reducing the force necessary to overcome this adherence and consequently 757 

lowering the ejection force.   758 

 759 

4. Conclusions 760 

 761 

Principal Component Analysis (PCA) provided an overview of the main underlying phenomena 762 

in the performed tableting experiments. The main source of variation in this dataset was 763 

captured in PC1 which is composed mainly by the changes caused by an alteration of the 764 

tableting speed. The second major direction of variation in the dataset (PC2) is the change in 765 

main compression displacement. PC3 is mainly composed by the displacement at pre-766 

compression and correlated variables. At last, the main compression force contributes to a 767 

large extent to the variance captured by PC4. Partial Least Squares (PLS) revealed that mainly 768 

the tableting speed and the main compression force attribute to the final tablet properties and 769 

that the relation between process parameters and tablet properties is not straight forward, as 770 

the different variables all contribute simultaneously to the final tablet characteristics. Overall, 771 

this analysis provided a summary of the contribution of the moving roller set-up to the tableting 772 

process and tablet properties. This research project shows that a large amount of parameters 773 

influence the compression cycle and it is difficult, if not impossible, to study the contribution of 774 

all factors separately. Using an instrumented high speed rotary press, a large amount of 775 

information is obtained which contributes to the further understanding of this complex 776 

engineering process. 777 
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Table 1: Initial set-up of the experimental design. 955 

Process variable 
Lower 

level 
Mid level 

Upper 

level 

Tableting speed (tpm) 250 500 1000 

Precompression displacement (mm) 0 - 1 

Main compression displacement (mm) 0 - 1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Table 2: Overview of the machine settings. The settings included in the PCA and PLS-analysis 956 

are marked with .  957 

Key Meaning Incl. 

speed (tpm) Tableting speed  

pad1 (rpm) Speed of paddle 1 in the forced feeder  

pad2 (rpm) Speed of paddle 2 in the forced feeder  

fill (mm) Fill depth, which determines the weight  

CFr (kN) a Air pressure in the air-compensator above the top roller  

bot (mm) a Position of bottom roller  

top (mm) a Position of top roller  

a Different values for pre- (P) and main (M) compression.958 



 

Table 3: Overview of parameters derived from the logged data. The settings included in the 959 

PCA and PLS-analysis are marked:  if only the absolute value was taken into account,  if 960 

also the variation coefficient (VC) was included in the data. 961 

a Different values for pre- (P) and main (M) compression. 962 

 

 

Key Meaning Incl. 

Force-Time profile a  

 AUCtotlal (kN*ms) Area under the curve of the complete profile  

 ttotal (ms) Contact time  

 AUCcon (kN*ms) Area under the curve of the consolidation phase  

 tcon (ms) Consolidation time  

 Scon Slope of the consolidation phase  

 AUCdecomp 

(kN*ms) 

Area under the curve of the decompression phase  

 tdecomp (ms) Decompression time  

 Sdecomp Slope of the decompression phase  

 tdw (ms) Dwell time  

 Fbdw (kN) Force at the beginning of the dwell time  

 Fedw (kN) Force at the end of the dwell time  

 t25dw (ms) First quarter of the dwell time  

 F25dw (kN) Force at 25% of the dwell time  

 t50dw (ms) Middle of the dwell time  

 F50dw (kN) Force at 50% of the dwell time  

 t75dw (ms) Third quarter of the dwell time  

 F75dw (kN) Force at 75% of the dwell time  

 tFmax (ms) Time when maximum force occurs  

 Fmax (kN) Maximum force  

 tFmin (ms) Time when minimum force occurs  

 Fmin (kN) Minimum force  

 Fmplateau (kN) Mean force of F25dw, F50dw, F75dw  

 t/pmean  Ratio of Fmax to Fmplateau  

    
Ejection profile  

 Fejec (kN) Maximum ejection force   

    
Displacement-time profiles a  

 CD (mm) Maximum displacement of the upper roller  

    
Punch strokes  

 hBT (mm) a Minimum distance between upper and lower punch during compression  

 TID (mm) a Minimum in-die thickness during compression  

 TAD (mm) a In-die thickness immediately after the decompression phase  

 tlag (ms) The time between pre- and main compression, measured on lower roller  



 

Table 4: Overview of the tablet characteristics. The settings included in the PLS-analysis are 963 

marked:  if only the absolute value was taken into account,  if also the variation coefficient 964 

(VC) was included in the data. 965 

Key Meaning Incl. 

W (mg) a Tablet weight   

T (mm) a Tablet thickness  

D (mm) a Tablet diameter  

H (N) a Hardness  

TS (MPa) a Tensile strength  

Fria (%) Friabiltiy  

Disint (s) Disintegration  

VID b Volume of the tablets during compressing, with minimum distance between punches  

V a Volume of the tablets after ejection  

ρ ID b Density of the tablets during compressing, with minimum distance between punches  

Ρ a Density of the tablets after ejection  

ε ID b Porosity of the tablets during compressing, with minimum distance between punches  

Ε a  Porosity of the tablets after ejection  

IARpre (%) Immediate axial recovery after the decompression phase at pre-compression  

IARmain (%) Immediate axial recovery after the decompression phase at main compression  

IARt0 (%) Immediate axial recovery of the tablets after ejection from the die  

CAR (%) Cumulative axial recovery of the tablets after a storage period of 7 days  

Hardening (%) Change in TS of the tablets upon storage  

Diff (CAR-IAR) 

(%) 

Difference between the IARt0 and CAR  

Diff W (mg) Difference in weight between t0 and t7  

Diff T (mm) Difference in thickness between t0 and t7  

Diff D (mm) Difference in diameter between t0 and t7  

Diff H (N) Difference in hardness between t0 and t7  

Diff TS (MPa) Difference in tensile strength between t0 and t7  

a Different values for measurements immediately after ejection (t0) and after the storage period 966 

(t7). 967 

b Different values for pre- (P) and main (M) compression. 968 

 

 

 

 



 

Table 5: Flow properties, true density and particle size distribution of the granules.  969 

ρbulk(g/cm3) ρtapped (g/cm3) CI (%) ρtrue(g/cm3) 
Particle size distribution 

d10 (µm) d50 (µm) d90 (µm) 

0.56 ± 0.00 0.67 ± 0.01 17.34 ± 0.59 1.24 ± 0.00 11.6 ± 0.6 66.2 ± 0.8 527.3 ± 3.5 

970 



 

Figures 971 

 972 

Figure 1: Schematic representation of the pneumatic air compensator.  973 

 974 

Figure 2: Schematic overview of the different positions and movements of rollers and punches 975 

(a) with fixed rollers and (b) with moving rollers, highlighted by red lines and arrows. −∙−∙ 976 

depicts the punch movement of the upper punch, −−− depicts the movement of the lower 977 

punch.  978 

 979 

Figure 3: Representative illustration of theoretical (I) and observed (II) compression profile for 980 

tablets compressed without (a) and with (b) displacement. 981 

 982 

Figure 4: Schematic overview of the performed experiments. Red bars indicate the initial force 983 

(2 kN at pre-compression, 12 kN at main compression). 984 

 985 

Figure 5: Example of the data-logging. X-asis represent time (ms), left Y-axis represent 986 

distance (mm), right Y-axis represents force (kN). Offset on Y-axis is intentionally changed to 987 

permit better visibility of different values. 988 

 989 

Figure 6: Schematic overview of the parameters determined from the force-time profiles for 990 

tablets compressed without displacement at main compression (a) and pre-compression (b) 991 

and with displacement (c) (both at pre- and main compression). 992 

 993 

Figure 7: Plot representing the tabletability. Tensile strength (TS) is plotted against main 994 

compression force (MCF). 995 

 996 

Figure 8: Score scatter plot of PC1 vs. PC 2. [t1] Scores of Principal Component 1; [t2] Scores 997 

of Principal Component 2. 998 



 

 999 

Figure 9: Loading scatter plot of PC1 vs. PC 2. [p1] Scores of Principal Component 1; [p2] 1000 

Scores of Principal Component 2.  Key: see Table 2 and Table 3. 1001 

 1002 

Figure 10: Score scatter plot of PC3 vs. PC 4. [t3] Scores of Principal Component 3; [t4] Scores 1003 

of Principal Component 4. 1004 

 1005 

Figure 11: Loading scatter plot of PC3 vs. PC 4. [p3] Loadings of Principal Component 3; [p4] 1006 

Loadings of Principal Component 4. Key: see Table 2 and Table 3. 1007 

 1008 

Figure 12: Score scatter plot of PC1 vs. PC 2. [t1] Scores of Principal Component 1; [t2] Scores 1009 

of Principal Component 2. 1010 

 1011 

Figure 13: Loading scatter plot of PC1 vs. PC 2. w*c[1] Loadings of Principal Component 1; 1012 

w*c[2] Loadings of Principal Component 2. Key: see Table 2, Table 3 and Table 4. 1013 

 1014 

Figure 14: Score scatter plot of PC2 vs. PC 3. [t2] Scores of Principal Component 2; [t3] Scores 1015 

of Principal Component 3. 1016 

 1017 

Figure 15: Loading scatter plot of PC2 vs. PC 3. w*c[2] Loadings of Principal Component 2; 1018 

w*c[3] Loadings of Principal Component 3. Key: see Table 2, Table 3 and Table 4. 1019 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

Figure 1: Schematic representation of the pneumatic air compensator.  1020 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Figure 2: Schematic overview of the different positions and movements of rollers and punches 1021 

(a) with fixed rollers and (b) with moving rollers, highlighted by red lines and arrows. −∙−∙ 1022 

depicts the punch movement of the upper punch, −−− depicts the movement of the lower 1023 

punch.  1024 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Figure 3: Representative illustration of theoretical (I) and observed (II) compression profile for 1025 

tablets compressed without (a) and with (b) displacement. 1026 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Figure 4: Schematic overview of the performed experiments. Red bars indicate the initial force 1027 

(2 kN at pre-compression, 12 kN at main compression). 1028 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Figure 5: Example of the data-logging. X-asis represent time (ms), left Y-axis represent 1029 

distance (mm), right Y-axis represents force (kN). Offset on Y-axis is intentionally changed to 1030 

permit better visibility of different values. 1031 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Figure 6: Schematic overview of the parameters determined from the force-time profiles for 1032 

tablets compressed without displacement at main compression (a) and pre-compression (b) 1033 

and with displacement (c) (both at pre- and main compression). 1034 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Figure 7: Plot representing the tabletability. Tensile strength (TS) is plotted against main 1035 

compression force (MCF). 1036 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Figure 8: Score scatter plot of PC1 vs. PC 2. [t1] Scores of Principal Component 1; [t2] Scores 1037 

of Principal Component 2. 1038 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Figure 9: Loading scatter plot of PC1 vs. PC 2. [p1] Scores of Principal Component 1; [p2] 1039 

Scores of Principal Component 2.  Key: see Table 2 and Table 3. 1040 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Figure 10: Score scatter plot of PC3 vs. PC 4. [t3] Scores of Principal Component 3; [t4] Scores 1041 

of Principal Component 4. 1042 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Figure 11: Loading scatter plot of PC3 vs. PC 4. [p3] Loadings of Principal Component 3; [p4] 1043 

Loadings of Principal Component 4. Key: see Table 2 and Table 3. 1044 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Figure 12: Score scatter plot of PC1 vs. PC 2. [t1] Scores of Principal Component 1; [t2] Scores 1045 

of Principal Component 2. 1046 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Figure 13: Loading scatter plot of PC1 vs. PC 2. w*c[1] Loadings of Principal Component 1; 1047 

w*c[2] Loadings of Principal Component 2. Key: see Table 2, Table 3 and Table 4. 1048 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Figure 14: Score scatter plot of PC2 vs. PC 3. [t2] Scores of Principal Component 2; [t3] Scores 1049 

of Principal Component 3. 1050 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Figure 15: Loading scatter plot of PC2 vs. PC 3. w*c[2] Loadings of Principal Component 2; 1051 

w*c[3] Loadings of Principal Component 3. Key: see Table 2, Table 3 and Table 4. 1052 
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